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«CircularTower» TecLab Burgdorf 
 

Questions and answers 

 

No. 2.3 “Aufgabenstellung” 

• It is stated that there should be event rooms ranging from 80-100 m2 on at 
least two superimposed storeys. Are these event rooms meant to amount to 
80-100 m2 per storey or in total? 

Each event room should reach a surface area of 80-100 m2 per storey. 

 

• It is stated that at least 3 standard high cube containers on a minimum of 3 
storeys should be placed. As an interpretation of this statement, at least 9 of 
these containers are ideally required. Can the minimum number of 
containers also be placed on less storeys? 

This requirement addresses the minimal need of spatial volume per research 
storey, not the minimal number of containers for the entire building. 

 

• It is stated that regarding fresh and grey water, the building must be 
capable of autonomous operation. Does this apply to all types of use 
theoretically possible within the building? (research container, event rooms, 
habitation modules, hotel modules) 

Yes, the chosen concept corresponding to a suitable type of use should be 
described, including the limitations where applicable. 

 

• The task described deals with research modules (external containers). Can 
it be surmised that these containers already exhibit all the necessary 
standards for each research project (safety, hygiene etc.) or must the 
CircularTower show certain minimum requirements? If so, which ones? 

The individual modules must meet the requirements necessary for their 
intended purpose independently. Regarding statics, accessibility and fire safety, 
the building's structure must meet the corresponding standards. The maximum 
floor loadings should not exceed 5kN/m2. Centralised or decentralised solutions 
can be proposed conceptually. In the ducts of the building services, spare ports 
for the respective research modules should be provided. 
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• The task described deals with research modules (external containers). In 
terms of designing an autonomous building, which degree of complexity 
(requirements, minimum standards) of the research containers is expected? 

Regarding the research modules, the container's format refers to the minimum 
dimensioning and the logistics concept in case containers are used. The 
research modules may be designed in different shapes or forms depending on 
the task. The focus of research can be spatial design, energy concepts, testing 
of materials etc. With regards to energy consumption, the average consumption 
corresponding to floor space used by schools (20kWh/m2 gross floor area per 
year) can be assumed. 

 

 

No. 3.2 “Teilnahmeberechtigung” 

• Are university staff allowed to participate as well or is participation limited 
to students? Can research staff act as experts within teams? 

Essentially, all eligible persons as stated in the ideas contest's programme can 
take part, barring biased persons, especially jury members and their own 
companies, their colleagues, or other related parties. Jury members are also 
not allowed to impinge on the contest as experts in an advisory role. As a basis 
for assessing admissibility, the SIA 142 provides guidance on the subject of bias. 
Moreover, anonymity of the contest entry must be guaranteed. Taking these 
aspects into account, the participation of interdisciplinary university teams is 
very welcome. 

 

 

No. 3.8 “Wettbewerbsunterlagen” 

• Will an architectural model of the surroundings (scale 1:500) be provided? 

No, and an architectural model is also not required as a contest entry. 

 

 

No. 3.11 “Einzureichende Unterlagen” 

• Is there a template for the author's envelope? 

No, the specifications according to No. 3.11 must be included. 
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• Are physical models also accepted as contest entry? 

No, although physical models can be photographed and used as visualisation on 
the poster to be handed in. 

 

 

No. 3.12 “Abgabeort und Zeit” 

• Is an application mandatory (if so, where) or is a submission to the contest 
by October 17th, 2022, sufficient? 

No application is required. It is sufficient if the entire competition entry in 
accordance with No. 3.12 arrives at the location of submission by the deadline 
or is submitted to the post office by the due date. 
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